CELEBRITY CIPHER

by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“S’GF LMLHVY OLR XDCUSRFCXF.
SE XLTF KFXLZYFS OLGFMDEY
DU SCSESLESGF. SHLCEFRED
TLNF YDTFEOSCB DU TVYFMR.” — FRRSF TZIAOV

Previous Solution: “You know you’re in love when you can’t fall asleep because the reality is finally better than your dreams.” — Dr. Seuss

TODAY’S CLUE: $ sjenba y
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CELEBRITY CIPHER

by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“EGNPGKO MSWA OGHNK SXSE DHGR
VFDA EGNH XMGVA VFDA ... EGNBSK
BMSKCA. SKP EGNBSKZASKSCAKO
GBBMSKCA.” — VSNHSPAHK

Previous Solution: “If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader.” — John Quincy Adams

TODAY’S CLUE: A sjenba M
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CELEBRITY CIPHER

by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“UXWK, VFKURXRYKSHNDUNJK
XG BUDH JHWYZG. XWKUZLUJ ...
XVYFKHCMPYNUZLTSHSFRXJYFP.”
— XZZHKKHVHZUZL

Previous Solution: “You cannot doubt yourself. Doubt is a killer. You just have to know who you are ... what you stand for.” — Jennifer Lopez

TODAY’S CLUE: j sjenbe M
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CELEBRITY CIPHER

by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“HUGMNJYLCHMXAHXADHJBMCBPJA
CMOJBYJIMJB, ZBYJXIMJB, OM
IMJBXYOEBLMIBIMJB, GMYJBY
ZBYOBJ.” — VMPXWNHXLGYOYIA

Previous Solution: “I’ve always had confidence. It came because I have lots of initiative. I wanted to make something of myself.” — Eddie Murphy

TODAY’S CLUE: g sjenbe I
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CELEBRITY CIPHER

by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“TNMZUEENDRNMJDTNMIHYBS.
RNMJDGHUXXGBBIYTNVMHDUCPY
DNXENKCKNTNMUIY ... KCUĐTNNM
HDUERSNI.” — VYEGSYIBNOYF

Previous Solution: “You don’t have to run away from life your whole life ... you can change. And you can be an agent of change.” — Laura Dern

TODAY’S CLUE: Z sjenbe 6
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CELEBRITY CIPHER

by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

“EBSECXUTEPAEBEVUGTIDGVGNZX
UGENZTAVEAXTZEPPSVGNNAAUZL.
UDZTZEZBGLEHHPZTX — AU’XEPP
GTBGUDABJ.” — NETJGU TGHHAZ

Previous Solution: “I act, but I’m a mother first and wife second. Acting is ... about exploring the human soul.” — Annette Bening

TODAY’S CLUE: M sjenbe I
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